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Schroder GAIA Helix 
2020 review 
 

Summary 
– Schroder GAIA Helix (“Helix”) generated a return of 11.9%1 in 2020, with a volatility of 4%1. This compares 

to the market neutral universe delivering a return of -3.9%2,, with a volatility of 8%2, and broad equity 
markets delivering 16.3%3 with a volatility of 28%3. Helix’s performance was achieved with less than 20%4 
correlation to equity markets and a drawdown of less than 5%1 despite markets exhibiting high levels of  
volatility post the emergence of Covid-19.  

– The fund navigated a volatile year, punctuated with short sharp market corrections and factor rotations, 
most notably in November as the positive announcement regarding vaccinations resulted in a marked 
surge in value. The fund was adjusted in order to have a neutral factor profile as markets traversed 
towards an expected announcement on vaccinations;  the fund was not affected by the large rotation that 
ensued and continued to accumulate solid returns.  

– The fund demonstrated strong downside protection in 2020, delivering a positive return in four of five 
down months for the broader market. March was the only negative month (-3.6%) for the fund in 2020. 

– Q4 was the strongest period for the fund, gaining 6.0%1 as the positive vaccine news and Brexit resolution 
resulted in optimism about an increasing probability of returning to normality in H2 2021.  

– Over 90% of our underlying strategies contributed positively to Helix over the year. The average return on 
capital for the positive strategies was 9.2%5, contributing 16.9%5 to overall Helix performance  

– Our long only hedged strategies provided a defensive profile through the drawdown in March and ground 
higher through the remainder of the year. Our long short strategies had a tougher period in March, but 
regained ground delivering particularly strong returns in Q4.  

– The top five strategies generated between 11.1%5 and 22.1%5 on their allocations. This reflects the 
diversity of the strategies within Helix. These five include a Japanese micro cap strategy, a sustainability 
strategy, a systematic signals strategy, an M&A strategy and a regional China strategy.  

– We added five new strategies over the year, removed three and re-instated two. The additions were to 
provide a focus on thematic equity and in one case to offer additional diversification as a non-equity 
strategy.  

– We entered 2020 with gross exposure of 311.9%6 and a net exposure (excluding event) of 6.2%. We cut our 
gross exposure by approximately 50% during March to protect investor capital, and through Q2 into Q3 
increased our leverage. We exited the year with a gross exposure of 314.4%6 and a net exposure (ex 
event) of 2.5%.  

– We believe that the market in 2021 will progress positively but will be punctuated by periods of marked 
volatility and material rotation (in styles and sectors). The combination of strong economic recovery, 
highly accommodative central bank policies, fiscal stimulus, large consumer savings, rising producer 
prices (PPI) and the vaccine roll-out are all set to fuel further rotation towards more cyclical industries, and 
stocks, as well as regions with a value profile (such as Japan and the UK). 



1E Acc USD share class. Performance is calculated on a NAV to NAV basis net of fees. 2As measured by HFRX: EH Equity Market 
Neutral index on a NAV to NAV basis. 3Broader equity market refers to MSCI ACWI Net Total Return, calculated on a NAV to NAV 
basis. 4Correlation between Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc and MSCI ACWI Net Total Return. 5Gross of fees. 6Gross exposure is calculated 
on a fund level net-gross basis, this means that longs and shorts in the same issuer are aggregated at the fund level before the 
gross exposure is calculated 
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Performance review 

Helix generated a return of 11.9%1 in 2020, with a volatility of 4%1, significantly outperforming the market 
neutral peer group2, and broadly keeping pace with equity markets3, with less than a sixth of the volatility.  

2020 was a volatile year and a testing environment for all funds, in stark contrast to the benign environment of 
2019. The fund delivered effective downside protection, generating a positive return in four of five down 
months for the market over the year. Importantly, it also participated on the upside, delivering an attractive 
absolute and risk adjusted return. This was achieved with low correlation to markets of less than 20%4.  

After a strong bull market in 2019, characterised by low volatility, we felt that the market was vulnerable to a 
snap-back and as a result entered 2020 with additional tail risk protection in the portfolio. We had expected 
that markets would react poorly to the military strike on Iran, killing General Qasem Soleimani, but there was 
only a limited market move. It was not until the outbreak of Covid-19 in Europe that  markets saw significant 
declines. This began in earnest from 19 February when Italy went into lockdown and global activity took a step 
change down as the virus became a global pandemic.  

The fund protected investor capital successfully in January and February, returning +0.9%1 and +0.3%1 
respectively. This was driven predominately by strong performance from our European strategies, both long 
only alpha and long short and our systematic strategy. March, however, was a more challenging period (-
3.6%1), particularly for a number of our long short strategies.  

Our UK strategy with an exposure to small cap, which was carrying some market exposure, experienced a 
notable drawdown as small cap significantly underperformed. Exposure to longs in domestic travel and 
entertainment weighed on performance. Our event strategy also experienced a tough period, as deal spreads 
widened significantly due to market uncertainty; in some instances deals broke, fuelling deleveraging across 
the space. The strategy itself reduced risk significantly, reducing exposure to pre-announced, cash and longer 
duration deals. Finally our emerging market (EM) long short strategy, which focuses on emerging Europe, 
experienced material losses due to the breakdown of talks between Russia and OPEC, as well as some stock 
specific issues. 

Importantly, the central team was very active over the period, and the overlay portfolio was a significant 
contributor. We traded actively our tail risk protection and made a number of portfolio changes over the 
period.  In aggregate, these actions added over 300bps5. As we moved into March, given the market volatility 
and the rising costs of additional put protection, we cut the risk of the portfolio by approximately 50%, taking 
down the gross exposure from c.320%6 to c.150%6. We also added further factor/sector hedges, focusing on 
defensive names with low balance sheet leverage to further protect the portfolio.  

In addition to the broad risk reduction, some strategies, which exhibited notable drawdowns, were reduced 
more significantly. There were two strategies which were completely closed during February. Firstly, our 
securitised credit strategy, as we were concerned about the potential reaction of credit markets to Covid-19. 
That proved to be a worthwhile move, as the securitised market sold off aggressively during March. Secondly 
our systematic strategy was closed. Given the strategy utilises a signals based approach, we felt that it was 
appropriate to pause our exposure to this strategy until such time that we felt that the signals had been 
refreshed to reflect the new trading environment post Covid-19.  

Following the drawdown in Q1, the fund rebounded strongly returning to a positive level for the year and 
regained its high water mark during Q2. It delivered positive returns in all three months of the quarter. 
Following the significant risk reduction in March, we monitored and managed portfolio risk carefully through 
Q2. Although the market performed strongly over the period, there were increased levels of volatility across 
the market, punctuated by short sharp market reversals and sizeable factor rotations; especially during May 
and June. As our underlying strategy hit rate was strong and consistent over the period, averaging over 75%, 
we remained comfortable with retaining our below average risk stance, although this was raised over the 
quarter. The long short strategies which suffered in March regained ground effectively. We also saw strength 
in our European growth strategy which performed well in Q1 as its quality/growth profile was rewarded 
throughout the period. 
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In Q2 the central team continued to actively manage the tail risk exposure of the fund, and rotated the 
defensive sector hedge into a recovery focused hedge basket, which was tilted towards value, seeking to 
reduce our overall short value exposure at the fund level. The basket also had a targeted exposure to certain 
sectors that would benefit from a removal of lockdown. The factor hedges added value over the period. 

We also increased the overall portfolio risk in a number of ways. Firstly, by re-introducing the non-equity and 
systematic strategies which we removed at the end of February, as both were in a stronger position to benefit 
following the market drawdown and with support from the Federal Reserve (Fed). Secondly, by re-risking those 
strategies which had experienced sharper drawdowns in March, but which recovered strongly, such as our 
event strategy. Thirdly, we increased our exposure to strategies which were exhibiting high levels of 
diversification and were under-consuming risk. 

The fund continued to deliver during Q3, protecting effectively on the downside during September, as the 
market fell given increased uncertainty related to Covid-19 and the upcoming US election. Stand out 
performers included our Asian market neutral strategy which gained 9.9%1 of its capital during the period 
(aided by its long Taiwanese IT and Hong Kong consumer discretionary positions) as well as our EM strategies 
and our European growth strategy.  

In Q3 the central team continued to manage actively the tail risk exposure of the fund. In terms of factor 
hedging, we maintained exposure to our recovery/value basket in Europe but also added a US hedge to reduce 
our short value exposure at a global level. We also reduced partially our Japanese hedge as the outlook for 
value became less favourable given the re-emergence of deflation. Given the strength of the underlying books 
over this period, the central team hedging detracted over the quarter, but this was modest relative to the 
returns of the sleeves.  

Q4 saw our strongest quarter since launch, generating +6%2. Q4 brought with it exciting developments 
regarding the vaccine announcements in November which led to a sharp market rotation from momentum to 
value. We navigated this effectively by consciously retaining a neutral factor profile over the period.  

This news benefited a wide range of our strategies, especially as rollout programmes ramped up, and the 
prospects of a global recovery improved. We saw an improving environment for M&A activity and IPO 
pipelines. In this environment, our long short strategies demonstrated strength, particularly our UK small cap 
and event strategy. Our systematic strategy also benefitted over the period.  

Looking more specifically at the underlying strategies, over 90% of our strategies generated a positive 
contribution over the year, with the largest contribution coming from our long only hedged strategies. Both 
our systematic and long short strategies also added to performance in aggregate. The average return on 
capital for the positive strategies was 9.2%1, contributing 16.9%1 to overall Helix performance. 

With regards to the central team, given the market environment that presented itself in 2020, the team were 
more active than we would expect in a more typical year. That being said it was important for the team to act 
assertively to protect investor capital over the year. Looking more specifically at the contribution from the 
central team, rather than delivering a notable contribution to return, their actions reduced the volatility of the 
strategy over the year, provided a defensive profile during periods of notable market volatility and rotation, 
and added to returns in weak months.  

The largest contributor over the year was a Japanese small cap strategy. This is a strategy that is not available 
to investors outside Japan on a standalone basis, and therefore a unique component of the strategy. The 
strategy seeks to take advantage of micro cap names in Japan, and therefore the underfollowed segments of 
the market. The strategy benefited from a positive growth tilt, with long exposure to healthcare, internet and 
tech adding strongly to the fund during the year. 
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On the detracting side, our UK small cap long short strategy was the main detractor. During March it was 
carrying some market exposure, and experienced a drawdown as small cap significantly underperformed and 
exposure to longs in domestic travel and entertainment weighed on performance. We cut the allocation of the 
strategy meaningfully. It was slow to recover and lost ground as, without clarity on a Brexit deal, the UK 
remained less attractive. In addition, the IPO pipeline and M&A activity, which is usually a key source of 
opportunity for the fund, only began to show signs of health following the positive vaccine announcements in 
November. Whilst the strategy posted strong returns in Q4, this was not enough to negate its loss earlier in the 
year. Having reduced the allocation in March, we gradually increased the allocation to it as we saw stabilisation 
of returns over the year, and have now reinstated its full weight as we believe that 2021 is likely to present a 
more attractive opportunity set for the strategy with the UK benefiting from an effective vaccine strategy.  
 

 Q4 2019 – Q4 2020 Q4 2018 – Q4 2019 Q4 2017 – Q4 2018 Q4 2016 – Q4 2017 Q4 2015 – Q4 2016 

Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc USD 11.9% 4.7% – – – 

MSCI AC World (Net TR) index 16.3% 26.6% – – – 

HFRX EH: EMN -3.9% -1.9% – – – 

 
Past Performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income 
from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. 
 

Source: Schroders, as at 31 December 2020. Performance data is shown NAV to NAV. Shareclass launched 30 November 2018. The 
fund's performance should be assessed against its target benchmark, being to provide a positive return over a three year period 
and compared against the HFRX EH: Equity Market Neutral Index and the MSCI AC World (Net TR) index. Shaded blue boxes 
reference months when the MSCI ACWI NTR experienced negative performance. HFRX EH:EMN refers to HFRX EH: Equity Market 
Neutral Index.  

  

Risk considerations: 

ABS and MBS risk: mortgage or asset-backed securities may not receive in full the amounts owed to them by underlying 
borrowers. 
Contingent convertible bonds: the fund may invest in contingent convertible bonds. If the financial strength of the issuer of a 
contingent convertible bond falls in a prescribed way, the value of the bond may fall significantly and, in the worst case, may result 
in losses to the fund. 
Counterparty risk: the fund may have contractual agreements with counterparties. If a counterparty is unable to fulfil their 
obligations, the sum that they owe to the fund may be lost in part or in whole. 
Credit risk: a decline in the financial health of an issuer could cause the value of its bonds to fall or become worthless. 
Currency risk: the fund may lose value as a result of movements in foreign exchange rates. 
Derivatives risk – efficient portfolio management and investment purposes: derivatives may be used to manage the portfolio 
efficiently. A derivative may not perform as expected, may create losses greater than the cost of the derivative and may result in 
losses to the fund. The fund may also materially invest in derivatives including using short selling and leverage techniques with the 
aim of making a return. When the value of an asset changes, the value of a derivative based on that asset may change to a much 
greater extent. This may result in greater losses than investing in the underlying asset. 
Emerging and Frontier Markets and High Yield Bond risk: emerging markets, and especially frontier markets, generally carry 
greater political and legal risks than developed markets. Emerging markets and high yield bonds (normally lower rated or unrated) 
carry greater counterparty, credit, operational and liquidity risk.  
Event risk: the fund will take significant positions on companies involved in mergers, acquisitions, reorganisations and other 
corporate events. These may not turn out as expected and may result in significant losses to the fund.  
IBOR risk: the transition of the financial markets away from the use of interbank offered rates (IBORs) to alternative reference rates 
may impact the valuation of certain holdings and disrupt liquidity in certain instruments. This may impact the investment 
performance of the fund.  
Interest rate risk: the fund may lose value as a direct result of interest rate changes.  
Liquidity risk: in difficult market conditions, the fund may not be able to sell a security for full value or at all. This could affect 
performance and could cause the fund to defer or suspend redemptions of its shares.  
Market risk: the value of investments can go up and down and an investor may not get back the amount initially invested.  
Operational risk: failures at service providers could lead to disruptions of fund operations or losses 
Performance risk: investment objectives express an intended result but there is no guarantee that such a result will be achieved. 
Depending on market conditions and the macro economic environment, investment objectives may become more difficult to 
achieve.  
Stock Connect risk: the fund may be investing in China 'A' shares via the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect and Shenzhen-Hong 
Kong Stock Connect which may involve clearing and settlement, regulatory, operational and counterparty risks. 
 



1Gross of fees. 2Gross exposure is calculated on a fund level net-gross basis, this means that longs and shorts in the same issuer are 
aggregated at the fund level before the gross exposure is calculated 
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Positioning review 
We made a number of changes over the year, both through additions, removals and promotions.  

We added five strategies, removed three and re-introduced two. Regarding new strategies, these were focused 
on non-equity and thematic equity strategies.  

We added our first non-equity strategy at the start of February, focusing on securitised credit. As mentioned 
above, we removed this at the end of the month given the developing Covid-19 situation and our concerns 
around liquidity. That proved to be a beneficial act as the strategy drew down by over 10%1 in March. We then 
reinstated the strategy in April. We also added a cross asset emerging market strategy, which brings together 
the expertise of both our EM equity and EMD teams in a single product. This focuses on recovery value 
opportunities across emerging markets and asset types.  

Our additions in the long only hedged space were predominately focused around strategies in Schroders’ 
Global Transformation range, focused on thematic equity. We added a disruption strategy, and a multi-
thematic strategy with exposures to energy, manufacturing, real estate and healthcare. We also added a global 
ex US alpha focus strategy.  

We removed one Asian strategy as we saw a marked change in the opportunity set for the strategy. The 
strategy follows an income approach focusing on dividend paying stocks. As the Covid-19 pandemic developed 
there was regulator pressure on companies to withhold dividend payments even for companies in a strong 
financial position. This impacted the opportunity set and resulted in weak performance. As a result we decided 
to remove the strategy for a period of time, with the intention to reintroduce it in 2021 as the opportunity set 
improved.   

The gross exposure ranged between 135%2 and 323%2 over the year, finishing the year at 314%2. The net 
exposure of the fund, excluding event, remained close to zero throughout the year, finishing at +2.5%.  

Outlook 
Global GDP growth is set to recover strongly in 2021 by 6% compared to -3.5% in 2020. The roll-out of vaccines, 
fiscal stimulus, pent-up demand being released and better healthcare policies are behind this recovery with 
marked improvements expected across the US, EU and EM. However there appears to be a rising degree of 
consensus around the strength of this recovery and commonality of investment themes amongst investors.  

That said – despite positive vaccine developments, the parking of Brexit for now, and the transition to a Biden 
government behind us - there will be a range of events to navigate in 2021. These will manifest as periods of 
pronounced volatility and bouts of market rotations. 

The combination of strong economic recovery, highly accommodative central bank policies, rising producer 
prices (PPI) and the vaccine roll-out is set to fuel rotation towards more cyclical industries, and stocks, as well 
as markets with a value profile. 

With an outline Brexit deal agreed by both parties, there are grounds to believe that the UK will begin to be 
investable again. This will be enhanced by the UK rolling out its ambitious vaccine plan as targeted. We also 
expect the IPO and M&A pipeline to begin to pick up throughout the year in the UK. 

Emerging markets are expected to recover strongly as global trade expands, the dollar is stable/weak, 
commodities inflate whilst local interest rates remain low as the Fed stays on hold. 

The change in US administration will bring with it a new policy framework with potential tax implications and 
regulation changes on certain industries (digital, social media, etc)   

Given this, we continue to manage the aggregate risk of the portfolio carefully. We are maintaining a low net 
exposure and a relatively neutral factor positioning, and carry above average tail risk protection. 
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Since inception performance 
    Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD 

2020 

Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc  0.9%  0.3%  -3.6%  1.5% 1.2%   1.7% 2.2%  0.6%  0.8%  1.5%   1.7% 2.8%  11.9% 

MSCI AC World (Net TR)  -1.1% -8.1%   -13.5%  10.7%  4.3%  3.2%  5.3%  6.1%  -3.2% -2.4%   12.3% 4.6%  16.3% 

HFRX EH: EMN -1.5% -0.4% -5.9% -0.9% 2.0% 1.9% -1.8% 0.7% -0.8% 0.5% 2.3% 0.3% -3.9% 

2019 

Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc -0.2% 1.3% -0.4% 0.9% 0.1% 0.7% -0.1% 0.8% -1.5% 1.0% 0.5% 1.6% 4.7% 

MSCI AC World (Net TR) 7.9% 2.7% 1.3% 3.4% -5.9% 6.5% 0.3% -2.4% 2.1% 2.7% 2.4% 3.5% 26.6% 

HFRX EH: EMN 0.1% -1.4% 0.7% -0.5% -0.1% 0.1% -0.7% -1.1% 1.6% 0.5% -0.3% -0.8% -1.9% 

2018 

Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc                       -1.3% -1.3% 

MSCI AC World (Net TR)                       -7.0%  -7.0% 

HFRX EH: EMN            -0.4% -0.4% 

 
 Q4 2019 – Q4 2020 Q4 2018 – Q4 2019 Q4 2017 – Q4 2018 Q4 2016 – Q4 2017 Q4 2015 – Q4 2016 

Schroder GAIA Helix E Acc USD 11.9% 4.7% – – – 

MSCI AC World (Net TR) index 16.3% 26.6% – – – 

HFRX EH: EMN -3.9% -1.9% – – – 

 
Past Performance is not a guide to future performance and may not be repeated. The value of investments and the income 
from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amounts originally invested. 
 

Source: Schroders, as at 31 December 2020. Performance data is shown NAV to NAV. Shareclass launched 30 November 2018. The 
fund's performance should be assessed against its target benchmark, being to provide a positive return over a three year period 
and compared against the HFRX EH: Equity Market Neutral Index and the MSCI AC World (Net TR) index. Shaded blue boxes 
reference months when the MSCI ACWI NTR experienced negative performance. HFRX EH:EMN refers to HFRX EH: Equity Market 
Neutral Index.  

  

Risk considerations: 

ABS and MBS risk: mortgage or asset-backed securities may not receive in full the amounts owed to them by underlying 
borrowers. 
Contingent convertible bonds: the fund may invest in contingent convertible bonds. If the financial strength of the issuer of a 
contingent convertible bond falls in a prescribed way, the value of the bond may fall significantly and, in the worst case, may result 
in losses to the fund. 
Counterparty risk: the fund may have contractual agreements with counterparties. If a counterparty is unable to fulfil their 
obligations, the sum that they owe to the fund may be lost in part or in whole. 
Credit risk: a decline in the financial health of an issuer could cause the value of its bonds to fall or become worthless. 
Currency risk: the fund may lose value as a result of movements in foreign exchange rates. 
Derivatives risk – efficient portfolio management and investment purposes: derivatives may be used to manage the portfolio 
efficiently. A derivative may not perform as expected, may create losses greater than the cost of the derivative and may result in 
losses to the fund. The fund may also materially invest in derivatives including using short selling and leverage techniques with the 
aim of making a return. When the value of an asset changes, the value of a derivative based on that asset may change to a much 
greater extent. This may result in greater losses than investing in the underlying asset. 
Emerging and Frontier Markets and High Yield Bond risk: emerging markets, and especially frontier markets, generally carry 
greater political and legal risks than developed markets. Emerging markets and high yield bonds (normally lower rated or unrated) 
carry greater counterparty, credit, operational and liquidity risk.  
Event risk: the fund will take significant positions on companies involved in mergers, acquisitions, reorganisations and other 
corporate events. These may not turn out as expected and may result in significant losses to the fund.  
IBOR risk: the transition of the financial markets away from the use of interbank offered rates (IBORs) to alternative reference rates 
may impact the valuation of certain holdings and disrupt liquidity in certain instruments. This may impact the investment 
performance of the fund.  
Interest rate risk: the fund may lose value as a direct result of interest rate changes.  
Liquidity risk: in difficult market conditions, the fund may not be able to sell a security for full value or at all. This could affect 
performance and could cause the fund to defer or suspend redemptions of its shares.  
Market risk: the value of investments can go up and down and an investor may not get back the amount initially invested.  
Operational risk: failures at service providers could lead to disruptions of fund operations or losses 
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Performance risk: investment objectives express an intended result but there is no guarantee that such a result will be achieved. 
Depending on market conditions and the macro economic environment, investment objectives may become more difficult to 
achieve.  
Stock Connect risk: the fund may be investing in China 'A' shares via the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect and Shenzhen-Hong 
Kong Stock Connect which may involve clearing and settlement, regulatory, operational and counterparty risks. 
 
Important information 
 

This presentation does not constitute an offer to anyone, or a solicitation by anyone, to subscribe for shares of Schroder GAIA (the 
'Company'). Nothing in this presentation should  
be construed as advice and is therefore not a recommendation to buy or sell shares. 

Subscriptions for shares of the Company can only be made on the basis of its latest Key Investor Information Document and 
prospectus, together with the latest audited annual report  
(and subsequent unaudited semi-annual report, if published), copies of which can be obtained, free of charge, from Schroder 
Investment Management (Europe) S.A. 

An investment in the Company entails risks, which are fully described in the prospectus. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of shares and the income from them may fall as well as 
rise. The value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested.  Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas investments to rise or fall. 

The authors have expressed their own views and opinions in this presentation and these may change. 

This information is not an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell any financial instrument or to adopt any investment 
strategy.  Nothing in this material should be construed as advice or a recommendation to buy or sell.  Information herein is believed 
to be reliable but we do not warrant its completeness or accuracy. 

Any data has been sourced by us and is provided without any warranties of any kind.  It should be independently verified before 
further publication or use.  Third party data is owned or licenced by the data provider and may not be reproduced, extracted or 
used for any other purpose without the data provider’s consent.  Neither we, nor the data provider, will have any liability in 
connection with the third party data. 

The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax advice.  Reliance should not be 
placed on any views or information in the material when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions.  No responsibility 
can be accepted for error of fact or opinion. 

The forecasts included in this presentation should not be relied upon, are not guaranteed and are provided only as at the date of 
issue. Our forecasts are based on our own assumptions which may change. We accept no responsibility for any errors of fact or 
opinion and assume no obligation to provide you with any changes to our assumptions or forecasts. Forecasts and assumptions 
may be affected by external economic or other factors.  

Any references to securities, sectors, regions and/or countries are for illustrative purposes only.  

Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might process your personal 
data, please view our Privacy Policy available  
at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request should you not have access to this webpage.  

United Kingdom: Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might 
process your personal data, please view our Privacy Policy available at www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request should 
you not have access to this webpage. Issued in January 2021 by Schroder Investment Management Limited, 1 London Wall Place, 
London EC2Y 5AU. Registered Number 1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. UK002040 

European Union/European Economic Area: this presentation is issued by Schroder Investment Management (Europe) S.A., 5, rue 
Höhenhof, L-1736 Senningerberg, Luxembourg. Registered No. B 37.799.  

France: the Company is created under Luxembourg law and is complying with the Directive 2009/65/CE (UCITS). The Company and 
some of its compartment have been authorised  
for distribution in France by the AMF. 

Austria: Further fund-specific information can be obtained from the key investor information in the current version and the current 
Sales Prospectus, which are available free of charge in paper form in German from the Austrian Paying Agent (Raiffeisen Bank 
International AG, Am Stadtpark 9, A-1030 Vienna, Austria) and in German from Schroder Investment Management (Europe) S.A., 
German Branch, Taunustor 1, D-60310 Frankfurt am Main [information agent only]). In addition, a current version of the key 
investor information is available at www.schroders.at. Investments in the Company are associated with risks that are described in 
more detail in the key investor information and the Sales Prospectus. 

Germany: Further fund-specific information can be obtained from the key investor information in the current version and the 
current Sales Prospectus, which are available free of charge in paper form in German from the Paying and Information Agents in 
Germany (UBS Deutschland AG, OpernTurm, Bockenheimer Landstraße 2–4, D-60306 Frankfurt am Main and Schroder Investment 

http://www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy
http://www.schroders.at/
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Management (Europe) S.A., German Branch, Taunustor 1, D-60310 Frankfurt am Main [information agent only]). In addition, a 
current version of the key investor information is available at www.schroders.de. Investments in the Company are associated with 
risks that are described in more detail in the key investor information and the Sales Prospectus. 

Poland: Subscriptions for the Company's shares may be made only on the basis of the latest available prospectus and key investor 
information document (KIID) and the latest audited annual report (and subsequent unaudited half-yearly report, if published), 
copies of which may be obtained free of charge from the law firm Wierzbowski Eversheds Sutherland Sp. k., Centrum Jasna, ul. Jasna 
14/16a, 00–141 Warsaw, Poland and from Schroder Investment Management (Europe) S.A. 

The Company is a Luxembourg registered undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities recognised in the United 
Kingdom and operates in Poland pursuant to the Act  
of 27 May 2004 on Investment Funds and Alternative Investment Fund Management (Journal of Laws of 2004, No. 146, item 1546, as 
amended). 

The investor may, depending on the applicable tax obligations, be required to pay tax directly charged on income resulting from 
investments in fund units. An investment in the Company involves risks which are fully described in the prospectus. 

Greece: UCITS funds do not have a guaranteed performance and previous performance does not guarantee the future 
performance. OI OΣΕΚΑ ΔΕΝ ΕΧΟΥΝ ΕΓΓΥΗΜΕΝΗ ΑΠΟΔΟΣΗ ΚΑΙ ΟΙ ΠΡΟΗΓΟΥΜΕΝΕΣ ΑΠΟΔΟΣΕΙΣ ΔΕΝ ΔΙΑΣΦΑΛΙΖΟΥΝ ΤΙΣ 
ΜΕΛΛΟΝΤΙΚΕΣ. 

Switzerland: The Schroder GAIA ('Company') is an open-ended investment company organised as a 'société anonyme' under the 
laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and qualifies as a Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable ('SICAV') and as an alternative 
investment fund within the meaning of article 1 (39) of the 2013 Law. The prospectus and the key investor information document(s) 
for Switzerland, the articles of association, the annual and semi-annual reports can be obtained, free of charge, at the offices of the 
Swiss representative, Schroder Investment Management (Switzerland) AG, Central 2, CH-8001 Zurich and the Swiss paying agent, 
Schroder & Co. Bank AG, Central 2, CH-8001 Zurich, both authorised and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority FINMA. 
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